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Company: Pure Home Real Estate

Location: Dubai

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Pure Home Real Estate had been established in 2011 with the focus at the real estate

industry in the emirate of Abu Dhabi, the capital of the United Arab Emirates. The business

model that has been adapted is to work with high profile local and international development

firms on our and their projects, focus on serving the growing demand in the city to deliver

high quality and professionally real estate services and building strategic partnerships with

real estate leaders. The team working for Pure Home Real Estate is highly qualified and fully

trained group of professionals that possess the principles and the core values to shape the

framework for our company and to reach the ultimate business goals. Exceptional expertise

coupled with extensive industry knowledge is a reason that makes Pure Home Real Estate the

ideal choice to fulfill your needs.

The Role

This is a full-time on-site role for a Photographer. The Photographer will be responsible for

capturing high-quality images of real estate properties in Abu Dhabi. The day-to-day tasks

may include conducting photo shoots, editing photos, and ensuring that the images meet the

company's standards. The Photographer will collaborate with the marketing and sales

teams to create visually appealing content for promotional materials.

You will be responsible for :

Managing video production from start to finish including the conceptualisation, scripting,

scheduling and resource management of videos.

Managing project timelines and budget.
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Arranging and managing external resources (equipments, crews, actors and venues).

Executing studio and location shoots and handling all camera equipment and lighting.

Maintaining equipment and accessories.

Editing/ digitally touching up pictures and videos.

Ideal Profile

Proficiency in professional photography/ Videography equipment and software

Minimum 3 year s of experience in same filed

Ability to meet deadlines and work in a fast-paced environment

Own Visa with NOC Prefere

What's on Offer?

Join a market leader within Real Estate

Opportunity within company with a solid track record of success

Great financial rewards
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